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Message from District Leaders
District Director, District 92
Raj Kumar Bansal, DTM
Dear Toastmasters,
"The mind is like an umbrella, its most useful when open"
- Walter Gropius
We are all prisoners of our mind. “What we think is what we
become” is what a wise man once said. Hence, it was a moment of
self reflection when the theme "Love Thy Mind" was announced for
the newsletter.
Since I have been part of Toastmasters for close to two decades, whenever my heart was not
ready to renew or continue, my mind intervened and banished such thoughts. I love my mind as
it has been guarding me against all my negative thoughts and fills it with positive energy.
Similar to the quote above, we all know that the parachute works only when it is opened and
hence fellow Toastmasters, have an open mind when you come to any Toastmasters meeting.
Members will share a point of view which may be contrary to ours but keeping an open mind will
help us ponder over it. Similarly, when we are faced with challenges, we are fearful but it is only
in the mind.
So many times, we have seen sportspersons do the unthinkable as they were able to control
their mind. That brings me to another point - "Mental toughness". Our failures help us build
mental toughness which eventually leads to success. There is not a single successful person
who claims to have never failed and there are plenty who demonstrated mental toughness to
achieve success.
In the current situation of Covid 19 lockdown when we are losing patience and getting frustrated,
it is our mental wellness that we should focus on to sail through these tough times. I am sure
when we love our mind, we shall have a lifetime of happiness and joy.
Lets nurture & love our mind and in return it will keep us balanced, sane and take care of us both
in good and in testing times.
Here’s hoping you and your loved ones are safe and secure!
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Program Quality Director - 92A
Chimmu Kutty, DTM
“People are just as happy as they make up their minds to be.” – Abraham Lincoln
We create our own reality with our minds. This has been borne in on us
time after time. Especially in these tough times, when the times are
only as tough as YOU think them to be. We are what we think.
One of my favourite books is Power of Your Subconscious Mind by
Joseph Murphy. In the book, he says that our subconscious is very
powerful and we can use it to create the life we desire. Visualizing your
goals and filling your mind with positive thoughts helps in making them a reality.
So here’s what I’m doing to help me keep a positive outlook every day:
1. Few minutes of meditation to calm my mind and start the day fresh, alert and happy. Tea also helps.
2. Taking the time to do something I love – reading. I alternate between fiction and non-fiction to
keep it interesting.
3. Being grateful for all the good things in my life – home, family, Toastmasters and summer.
Stay home, stay safe, stay sane!

Greetings!

Program Quality Director - 92B
Boopathy Sankar, DTM

When the lockdown started I was scared about how to manage my twelve
year old son inside our apartment. An active extrovert, he spends most of
the time playing, reading when required, eating less and mainly keeping his
mom on her toes.
Within days, he tried to pick new ways to spend his time. Playing football
inside the house, dodging the sofa, dining table and sometimes me. Playing
tennis with the bat not allowing the ball to bounce beyond 2 feet. Playing cube in multiple ways such
that the pieces of the cube come out of the assembly and he does the reassembly to start again. All
these, alone most of the time.
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I was watching him creating new ways and means of surviving and realized he was not only keeping
himself physically active, but his mind too. I recognized in situations where we do not have options, we
look for ways and means to survive.
Today I am sure every individual who is working would have figured out the way to keep himself occupied. Questions may remain how engaging the activities are. The answer lies in how active your mind
is. As long as you love what you do, you would be productive and engaged. My son loved his mind by
figuring out new ways to play.
In this current world, can we allow our mind to take over? Why not, as long as the mind guides you in
the right things. Love thy mind!

Club Growth Director - 92A
Vanitha Rangarajan, DTM
Honestly, ever since the lock-down I struggled to juggle working with
Peoplesoft customers, keeping two kids busy with activities, everyday
chores and keeping up with my Toastmasters commitments demanded of
my role!
Anytime I went on Instagram, I would find posts of friends working out,
trying out new hobbies, and literally transforming their lives staying
indoors. These posts were supposed to be motivational, and here I was,
barely surviving, constantly overwhelmed and never able to strike out the
entire to-do list on any given day. And during those times, I had friends who kept my sanity in check
and helped me become mindful of my everyday achievements, and I consider myself not just LUCKY,
but BLESSED.
I realized that I was doing MY best and that did not have to match anyone else's. I finally felt that I was
ENOUGH. And since then, I have learned to be grateful - not for being more productive, but for simply
just BEING! One day at a time. I hope you know too, that YOU are ENOUGH. YOU are all that you need
to keep going! Hang in there, and stay blessed!

Club Growth
Club Growth Director,
92B Director, 92B
Sagnik Biswas,DTM Sagnik Biswas,DTM
Love thy mind, said the message.
It has been exactly 75 days since I have moved to the house, keeping all the
external work aside, and staying in. Yes, due to certain changes in the organization and the way it functions, our team was told to go on early leave as
we had no work coming our way.
In the last 75 days, I have seen an upheaval of schedule, upheaval of
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timelines and a general change in the ways we work. Something that we couldn't believe happened things that we considered as default have changed in the past 75 days. Things that we were calm and
sure about have changed in the past 75 days. Things we took for granted have changed in the past 75
days.
In the midst of all this, we find that we suddenly have lesser time, more activities, and more balancing
to do. And it is difficult for all of us, with pressure coming in from all sides, trust me. As someone who is
looking out at four different spheres of life - a job, Toastmasters, my side gigs and my living, breathing
life - it tends to get a bit exhausting at the end of the day. So after the first few days, I started bracketing
my days and time slots - which would be dedicated purely to a certain activity. I started maintaining
lists, reviewed them, made priorities, and didn't take a call during 2-3 hours of the night, where I
needed to recharge.
Whatever happens - and no matter what comes, your mind needs to balance itself, reset itself and
re-run again. What time are you setting aside? What unnecessary things can you offload? What can you
give more time to? Don't think through a hundred times. Ask yourself. Wherever you are at the present
moment, does your mind and body agree to it? If yes, great. If no, F5.

District PR Manager
Geetha Prasanna,DTM
When we were cavemen, our brain helped us survive threats from the
outside environment in three ways - fight, flight or freeze. Today, the
threats we face are quite different. Our environment has become more
volatile, uncertain and complex than ever. The wild animals have been
replaced with ‘stress’. The brain however continues to respond to stress the
same way as it would to help us survive. The function of the brain is not just
to maintain our physical health, but also our mental health.
According to an article in Forbes, our subconscious mind is the gatekeeper of our comfort zone. To
make our subconscious mind stronger, and to stay positive, three points in particular caught my attention:
1. Be willing to see the unchangeable change.
2. Start spending time with people who are supportive and creative.
3.Surround yourself with positive reinforcement.
And during these uncertain times, Toastmasters gives me the support I need to continue having a
growth mindset, use this time to learn and upskill and stay excited about the possibilities.
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Staying Indoors
TM Vineet Sinha
Little did anyone know or anticipate that BHK would turn out to be the languid harbour that
Toastmasters have to set their anchor. BHK is nothing but Bedroom, Hall and Kitchen where each one
of us have to conduct our lives in an effort to prune the effects of the pandemic.
Toastmasters around the globe have accepted the new reality and have been working, sleeping,
cooking and even attending meetings from the ambit of their homes. Won’t you agree if I say that “Our
home is the unparalleled venue now to explore avenues to attain new skills and pursue interests that
were put on the back burner.” ? It is a new normal as members have taken up roles, delivered speeches
and participated in Area and Division contests in a virtual setting.
Quite understandably, thoughts would be running in Toastmasters as to how one should pass time.
The foremost predicament would be to take up an activity that would be expedient in personal,
professional and Toastmasters journey. One thing is for certain that this is the best time when one can
indulge in hobbies and make the best use of this free time to make oneself psychologically fulfilled
and enriched skill wise.
Charles Darwin said, “It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent that
survives. It is the one that is most adaptable to change.”
Each one of us would have to adapt to this wearisome environment and engage ourselves in activities
that would bring tranquillity in mind and soothe our bodily functions. Had it not been for this
extraordinarily difficult situation due to novel coronavirus, we wouldn’t have been able to do things
that were in our bucket list owing to time constraints and caveats in our personal space. As they say,
when winter comes, spring is not far behind, hence every Toastmaster would have to realize that their
moment of spring is yet to come.
Notwithstanding necessary actions, a multitude of activities could be taken up by a Toastmaster to
embellish his/her mood and familiarize with new things or become proficient in their respective fields
of interest.
1. Finding sojourn in isolation by writing poetry, song, short story, article or anything that one would
want the world to see in him/her.
2. Spending time with loved ones by doing activities that a Toastmaster would not have been able to
do for quite a long time such as playing Scrabble, Dumb Charades, Antakshri, Monopoly, Ludo or any
other board game on Zoom, Google Duo or Skype.
3. Having informal chats with family members to keep the connection alive and sharing ideas of how
everyone in the family is fighting the pandemic together.
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4. Learning tools and technical fortes that could help one professionally. Work cannot really take a
back seat even when one is at home and in an environment where technology comes in to play every
day. It is always prudent to keep oneself adept in technical, soft or behavioural skills.
5. Trying out new dishes and being a gourmet chef rather than a contemporary cook. Cooking will not
only make one happy but will also be a great time pass. Cook a favourite meal by using YouTube if
alone at home.
6. Reading a book (fiction/nonfiction) which one long desired for and which an individual was
thinking of starting when your office was on but due to a tight schedule one was not able to do so.
When was the last time one of us would have picked up a classic? Well, there’s no time like now to start.
Picking up a real book instead of a screen with a dedicated slot just before bedtime is a novel step.
7. Binge watching favourite shows and movies present on Netflix, Amazon Prime, Hotstar, Zee5, and
Voot. It’s good to take a break from all the news about the pandemic and routine monotonous life.
Switching to web series mode could be good for your mental health and a panacea for boredom.
8. Home is our new office, bedroom is our new workspace, and the table-chair is our new workstation.
Hence,one should not shy away from cleaning the place which was pending for a long time. Cleaning
that chair that used to have a huge pile of clothes on it could be a good start.
9. Listening to podcasts in current times is regarded to take one to an Avalon where there would be
interesting things to stimulate the mind. While one is staying indoors, one can listen to podcasts on
various subjects ranging from comedy to food and expand knowledge.
10. Prioritising one’s health is the paramount thing to do. One could get the fitness game going by
doing light exercises and meditation. Effectuating change in hair by doing hair spa and invoking
change in skin by putting on a face mask or bleach. Indulging in a simple face mask, kicking up your
feet and relaxing with homemade spa is also recommended.
11. In this lockdown period, each one of us would be balancing house chores all by ourselves and
carrying out our professional commitments. Even for a few minutes, spending time with oneself in
tranquillity and making the mental faculties silent and finding one’s halo in all this chaos.
12. Nothing is more rewarding than sipping tea in morning/evening while sitting on the balcony and
reading a newspaper at leisure.
13. None of us are able to travel, but that does not hinder one from exploring a new culture, traditions
and customs. Knowing intriguing points about Indian culture, heritage, history and geography will
not be a bad idea. Having said that, exploring far out and off-centre places of the earth would also be
a good way to stay tuned.
14. Drawing, painting or sketching could be easily the avenues one should give serious consideration
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to. Creating art can leave the mind calm and clear.
15. Growing plants and bringing gardening indoors is also an interesting hobby to pursue. Plants instil
a sense of calm and stillness in a home. It reduces stress and makes you happier, thereby boosting your
immunity. Start with a sapling or a seed and tend to it over the next few weeks.
Along with heightened awareness about the pandemic, it is imperative that Toastmasters reckon
wellness and happiness and contentment also as all important elements in life. Taking stock of your
own to make sure you are checking all the boxes should be the forethought of Toastmasters in order
to come out victorious out of this demanding situation.
Trust all of you are having a safe and healthy “staycation”.
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Love Thy Mind
Pamper Yourself Once In A While
Dr. CK Ballal, DTM

Port Town Advanced Toastmasters Club, Mangalore Toastmasters Club
& Milagres Toastmasters Club
‘A sound mind in a sound body’ is often considered a much cliched
expression. But don’t you think it is true ?
For the last four months we have been bombarded with the “Corona “
word so much that even my five year old grandson talks about it as if it is
lurking in every nook and corner of our house. The surfeit of statistics on
COVID-19 in all print and electronic media is mind boggling. Social
media can make anyone go crazy with flashing breaking news with
break-neck speed.
All this pandemonium is enough to drive you into ‘corona psychosis’. I am not saying that one should
be lackadaisical, not maintain social distance, not wear a mask; but to live in perennial fear is not good
for one’s mind. This is just one part of it, but the other one is of mental depression that can surface
from being locked in. The worry about how you will face the economic depression of being let out.
If you love thy mind, maintain a healthy body with regular physical exercise and gym at home, practice
yoga and meditation. Engage yourself with reading the books which you have bought and shelved
over the years to read when you have some ‘free time’.
Go on, it is always nice to pamper yourselves a little bit once in a while.

New Clear Energy - Coping With Tough Times
TM Dr. Ushy Mohandas

LA 1924 Toastmasters Club
We are all at an incredible inflection point today - living and working in
fast-moving, digitally-driven and globally connected societies where
change is constant and we must thrive in ambiguity. We remain
connected more to machines and devices than life itself. The pace of
change also presents challenges: feelings of doubt, fear, distrust and
uncertainty are pervasive. So, how must we respond? Do we find that
unique space from which to discover internal transformation?
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Passionate, positive human energy generated through various methods, can provide a
counterbalance to the disruptive negative forces of an age of unprecedented change. Through it
come confidence, inspiration and the power to motivate and transform things for the better.
This concept of my energy coaching comes from a deep core of shared values, based on: BITA –it has
a deep perspective, yet astounding simplicity!
·

How do we keep ourselves and the people around happy and motivated?

·

How do we enable exploring one’s own potential?

·

What exactly is the purpose of my life?

The answer might be surprisingly simple during the course of the sharing. The key is to tap a powerful
force we’re all born with, a force which is mostly occult and cannot be quantified – Energy.
I have been a passionate academic guru for 70% of my life and I wish to share my thoughts,
experience, ideas and inspirations which have not just helped building students but transform lives
using the latent potential of Energy.
Perhaps the divinity of the session and its dynamics is best encapsulated in the saying “We have too
many teachers who are graduating with degrees in education- they need to understand the “subject”
as much as education!”
Here are some ways to effectively energize and tap our own natural potential:
1. Learn to Tap Intuition – A hugely untapped area at work we can do more with, usually more right
than wrong, intuition is the wisdom formed by a gut feeling and instincts – a gift of knowing without
reasoning.
2. Able to Construct Trust – Develop the key to the subconscious mind, the basis for all human
relationships, where we derive our greatest strength and power.
3. Increase Self Awareness – An innate sense of well-being and spontaneous focus which human
beings are so endowed with but rarely tap or activate. Self-Awareness allows you to understand other
people, how they perceive you, your attitude and your responses to them in the moment.
Enhanced effectiveness, Mind strategies and the Power of expression needs to be tapped to bring out
the most powerful Energy potential within. The core belief and value from which my coaching
originates reflects on why we need energy, what makes it work, how it can be communicated and
where it takes us. I am sure its lessons are timeless and universal and obviously cannot be quantified.
Energy helps one dissolve the negative voice inside of our heads and shift a point of view to see
yourself and others differently.
The spine of every collective endeavor is human beings (subjects). This is exactly what we need to
practice –Discovery of Energy Potential- Simplified!
The future surely belongs to the Right!
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Following Our Ikigai
MN Pai, DTM
Mangalore Toastmasters Club
The lockdown season, which ended up in becoming a season of online
meetings and webinars, was a revelation to me. Never was I more grateful
to the blessings of the internet.
The topic of one of the webinars aroused my curiosity. ‘Ikigai,’ it said.
I did what all of us would do when accosted with an unknown word. I
googled it and “a reason for being” popped up on my screen. It did look a
bit nebulous but I persisted. I understood ikigai as being a motivating
factor of everyone’s life and when each of us know what our ikigai is, the
journey forward will be a smoother and more rewarding one.
I did not need more prodding to register for this webinar. It was conducted by Dr Sheetal Nair, a life
coach from Vadodara. I must say it was a rewarding experience and I present here my takeaways from
the webinar and a gist of the subsequent reading up that I did on the topic.
Not surprisingly, Ikigai is not a new concept; it has been around for centuries though it is only now that
it is gaining traction in management circles. Each one of us has a purpose in life and this concept leads
us to the very reason of our being. In Japan, millions of people have ikigai (pronounced Ick-ee-guy)—
a reason to jump out of bed each morning.
What’s your reason for getting up in the morning?
The Japanese island of Okinawa, where ikigai has its origins, is said to be home to the largest
population of centenarians in the world. Could the concept of ikigai contribute to longevity? A
researcher on Ikigai, Dan Buettner suggests making three lists - your values, things you like to do and
things you are good at. The cross section of the three lists is your ikigai.
“Your ikigai is at the intersection of what you are good at and what you love doing,” says Hector Garcia,
the co-author of Ikigai: The Japanese Secret to a Long and Happy Life. He writes, “Just as humans have
lusted after objects and money since the dawn of time, other humans have felt dissatisfaction at the
relentless pursuit of money and fame and have instead focused on something bigger than their own
material wealth. This has over the years been described using many different words and practices, but
always harking back to the central core of meaningfulness in life.”
As is clear from the image, ikigai is seen as the convergence of four primary elements - what you love
(your passion), what the world needs (your mission), what you are good at (your vocation) and what
you can get paid for (your profession). Ask yourself these questions: What do I love? What am I good
at? What can I be paid for now — or something that could transform into my future line of work? What
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does the world need?
Discovering your own ikigai is said to bring fulfilment and make you live longer. Want to find your
ikigai? My own reading brought out these tips:
•Stay active and don’t retire.
•Adopt a slower pace of life.
•Surround yourself with good friends.
•Get in shape through daily, gentle exercise.
•Smile and acknowledge people around you.
•Reconnect with nature.
•Cultivate gratitude as a value.
•Live in the moment.
Something that is an integral aspect of finding your ikigai is following your curiosity. Can we deny that
we stop being curious about new experiences as we assume responsibilities and build routines? Our
sense of wonder gets diminished. It’s important to hold on to that curiosity and earnestness. A classic
example is Steve Jobs’ curiosity for typefaces which led him to attend a seemingly useless class on
typography and to develop his design sensibility. It is now legendary that it was that very sensibility
that became an essential part of Apple computers and Apple’s core differentiator in the market.
We are born curious. We need to respect the urge within us to explore and pursue new knowledge.
What excites us? What makes us lose the sense of time? What brings out the best in us? “Our intuition
and curiosity are very powerful internal compasses to help us connect with our ikigai,” Hector Garcia
and Francesc Miralles write.
What is the one simple thing you could do or be today that would be an expression of your ikigai? If
we are able to find it and pursue it with all we have, we would be somewhere close to finding our
individual ikigais.
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Online Meeting Experience
When Erotica Videobombed My First Online
Toastmasters Meeting
TM Suresh Madhavan
TalkMagic Toastmasters Club
My son works as a creative visualizer in an advertising agency and has a
top-of the-line computer system in his room for rendering his creative
files for client reviews. I thought it would be a cinch to seek his help to set
me up for a Toastmasters Club Meeting for which I had an invitation to
participate as a guest.
I am no Luddite and I’d done so many video conferencing calls with team members and clients when
I used to be gainfully employed, once upon a time. The difference then was that our IT cell took care of
all the technical aspects and one merely had to show up for the meeting and that was that. But it
wasn’t so simple when I made my pitch to my second born child and asked him to fix me up for an
online meeting. After he had finished laughing and wiped the tears of LOL from his eyes, he asked for
the link to the meeting and with a few deft taps on his keyboard, he announced that I’m all set to go.
After much “hello-how-are-you-can-you-hear-me-can-you-see-me” to everyone in the room for a
good five minutes, the meeting with seven members finally got underway. The TMOD, the Presiding
Officer and the General Evaluator all aced it with excellent introductions and the prepared speeches
section was launched presently. Everything went like a song and I was enjoying the goings on to the
hilt. Finally, as the last speaker for the day was getting her audio to work and adjusting her camera for
an optimum angle, I checked my own frame on the screen to see what I’d look like in case someone
threw a question at me during the Table Topics segment which was due next.
What I saw horrified me.
My son has an avant-garde taste in room décor. Right behind me on the wall were two large framed
posters which would have shone like a beacon in the images that were supposedly being beamed out
to fellow Toastmasters at the meeting. The one on my left was Egon Schiele’s “Two Women” depicting
two females, one fully clothed and the other in an explicit and extreme state of undress. The other
picture was Katsushika Hokusai’s “The Adonis Plant”. Of this, the less said the better. It would have
been extremely difficult for me to explain the intentions of the subjects in this masterpiece even to my
buddies in a pub, let alone to members of a Toastmasters Club.
I called out in despair to my son to come and change the focus of the camera so that it cut the
offending posters off the background from the live images going out on the World Wide Web. It was
then that I realized the saying “you can't wake a person who is pretending to be asleep” was not just a
figure of speech, but a valid medical diagnosis. In sheer desperation, I switched off the main power
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supply to the system and logged in to the meeting from my phone, taking great care to mute my
camera even though I had moved to the safer environs of my living room. Here, the pictures on the
wall consisted of a stark black and white sketch of an Omani Bedouin tribesman and a rather large
Caspar David Friedrich print of “Wanderer Above the Sea Of Fog”. Both were pictures befitting of a man
who had a serious bent of mind and was an aspiring Toastmaster to boot.
By the time I was readmitted to the meeting, the Table Topics segment was all done and dusted – a
blessing as far as I was concerned. With the wisdom of hindsight, I realized that with just seven
participants and therefore seven questions, the odds would be heavily stacked in favor of me being
called to say something extempore on some heavy duty subject. I may have done well if the TT
questions were on the subject of comparing and contrasting erotic art by the old masters versus The
Romantic landscape painters of the19th century. I was stuffed to the gills in art. Any other topic would
have caused a major brain fade in me.
If anyone wants free counsel on how to come out of an online meeting smelling of roses, contemplate
the following:
a) Consider an assessment of the pictures on the wall before you set up shop to go online.
b) Caution members of your household not to streak from the bathroom to the linen cupboard in their
birthday suit so as to get a bath towel.
c) Check if clothing below your waist is appropriate just in case you have to get up from your chair in
a hurry to allow the resident lizard on the floor to climb the wall. For optimum results, this is best done
before you rise to the occasion, In a manner of speaking, of course.
Follow these top tips and a fun and fulfilling online meeting is yours for the asking.

Love, Secrets & Bewilderment
TM Gavin Austin D Cunha
Legends Toastmasters Club
My interesting online meeting experience happened during the 108th
meeting of Legends Toastmasters Club. Since this was an online meeting, I
had invited my girlfriend who lives in Delhi to be part of the meeting.
When she had to introduce herself she introduced herself as "Gavin's
girlfriend". I was quite frankly taken aback by this as I had never disclosed
to anybody that I was dating someone and the dramatic expression on my
face was quite evident as brought out by the other Toastmasters.
Well,although one might hardly think of this as a reason for one to be
startled, the real reason for my bewildered look is that I haven’t proposed to her (yet), which she did
point out in her introduction. She said it with an aura of persiflage in front of everybody, that I have no
other choice other than to act accordingly.
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Online Or Offline, Just Get In Line...
TM Varun Malavalli
Resonance Toastmasters Club
After five years in the wonderful world of Toastmasters, I was thinking, ‘
what next?’ I have been part of a corporate club in the capacity of a
member, VPE, VP PR and shadow VPM (shhh). I now am the IPP of a
successful community club called Resonance Toastmasters Club. I have
participated in contests, events and other initiatives of the District. Yes,
that nagging feeling of not qualifying to the District conference will
remain. But what else is new?
Even before I could process the gamut of information, a little virus struck the world. As they say, the
rest is history being narrated... I must admit that I was one of those people very sceptical of online
Toastmasters sessions. Yes, we have multiple work calls online and for it was great for avoiding direct
interaction with my manager!
We had Zoom calls as part of planning the Club newsletter and it was helpful. But how can we have an
entire session with various role takers, speeches and Table Topics? Are you kidding me?
After quite a humid discussion on the Club Whatsapp group leading to a vote, our Club President had
to face the reality and announce an online meeting via Zoom. Before that, something else happened.
I was invited to an online meeting at Dogwood Toastmasters, Atlanta. I loved the way they conducted
the meeting. I was on board and made notes to make our meetings better. Resonance had its first
online meeting on 22nd March, 2020. Yes, the day after the 21-day lockdown was announced by the
Prime Minister.
We experimented with just Table Topics. Despite his scepticism, our President, TM Adithya, motivated
the members to hop on to the online bandwagon. After discussing 23 Table Topics (yes, believe me),
some members expressed concerns that the online meeting did not give the feel of an in-person
meeting. People did not shake hands (Namaste), no discussions over snacks and the warmth in
general was lacking. I immediately nominated myself for a speech. Their words made me think as to
how we can beat the barriers of not meeting in person. We as Toastmasters learn various nuances like
body language, vocal variety and other such techniques. So, why not learn to speak online? Why don’t
we become universal communicators? My speech titled “Last Speech” was precisely aimed at
motivating the members to become universal communicators. I am glad that some of my mentees
benefitted.
Since our first online meeting, we have conducted three meetings, each better than the previous one.
New members are taking up roles. Experienced members are giving advanced speeches from the
legacy manuals. Table topics have been a huge hit, with almost every member speaking for at least 90
seconds. Somehow, being online has removed the shroud of uncertainty from all our members. As I
write, our club has announced a speech marathon comprising of six speeches in a session! It has a mix
of new and seasoned Toastmasters...
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There is no need to look too far. This calamity has brought an opportunity to the entire institution of
Toastmasters. Of course, I still believe that the charm of an in-person meeting is irreplaceable, but we
are developing universal communicators. I just have one thing to say to all the Toastmasters, “online or
offline, just get in line, because once you are a Toastmaster, you are always a TOASTMASTER...”

Something New, Something Fun
TM Swati Garg
We meet every Wednesday at 5 PM. Due to the ongoing lockdown, we have been starting our
meetings 15 minutes before the scheduled time. I want to share a glimpse from one of our meetings
that I will cherish for a long time. We tried to communicate using two apps on that day. First, we started
our meeting on Zoom and our meeting was disconnected after 35 minutes, as there is a time limit on
the free version for video conferencing. We got to know about it after disconnecting and we
continued the meeting on our office app. But, the drawback of this app was that we could only view
four other participants at a time.
SAA started the meeting by laying the ground rules. In addition to the usual three, a new one was that
we were supposed to enable video throughout, with the intention of making the session more
interactive. It was a pretty good experience to interact with others while working from home.
After SAA, the MC took control of the meeting and he had lots of surprises for us. He used a spinning
wheel to assign new roles to everybody and fooled us on April 1st. Now, every role taker had a new
role and the Table Topic Master prepared the topics on the spot. It was quite challenging to improvise
and perform but everyone did a good job and it helped us understand our strengths and weaknesses.
This made the meeting more exciting and we really enjoyed it.

Technology - A Boon During Lockdown
TM Thejovathi K
TalkMagic Toastmasters Club
Kathy Carlton Willis said “Delays are just the beginning of great
adventures”. Something I delayed so much got into action last week
when my Toastmaster friend Sunil shared an online zoom meeting
invitation to a meditation session. I longed to attend one during a
suitable time. By 8 am in the morning, I walked around my house to
identify a pristine place for the serene activity and logged in promptly.
The screen flashed with a bright video of lined up diyas decorated with colourful flowers. The glimpse
of it set the mood. The instructor’s precise instructions helped me to follow Pranayama effortlessly. I
could sense some kind of positivity within me. It was such an uplifting experience sitting at home.
Technology allows us to attend everything we want via online meetings. I finally did something that
was long overdue and I’m hopeful to attend a relay of such sessions during this lockdown period.
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The Warmth Of Familiarity
TM Ranajay Dasgupta
TalkMagic Toastmasters Club
Covid-19 has brought the world to a standstill, but indomitable TalkMagic
Club had other plans. It promptly went digital, thanks to the effort of
office bearers and enthusiastic members. I dialed in the first online
session expecting chaos and cacophony. I was pleasantly surprised to see
50 plus attendance covering multiple geographies. Timer role was
introduced with a twist. The three cards were replaced with whistles,
claps and the sound of a bell. TMOD turned more tech savvy with
PowerPoint presentation and stereo equipment. There were some
“disappearing acts” of fellow Toastmasters as their internet connections invariably failed them when
they were about to execute their roles. But you can’t keep role takers out of action for long, they were
swiftly back with a bang using alternate methods. The little discomfort of using an unfamiliar platform
was easily overruled by the warm connect with familiar faces, and the first online meeting ended on a
high note.

New Clubs - April 2020
1. Club No: 7772645
Vagmita ICSI Orators Club
Area 3, Division A
2. Club No: 7623290
Toast on Tuesdays
Area 4, Division A
3. Club No: 7706744
UltraTech Toastmasters Club
Area 2, Division O
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Division Highlights
Division E
1. ENSEMBLE: Division E Meet: It was an online joint meeting
with all 19 clubs of Division E. It was held on the 12th of April,
2020. The meeting had more than 80 participants.
2. Online Storytelling Workshop by Pres Vasilev: An Online
Storytelling Workshop - “How to uncover the glory of your story”
by Pres Vasilev, World Champion of Public Speaking 2013 was
conducted on the 18th of April, 2020. We had more than 500
registrations. 250+ participants across 48 Districts joined the meeting.The workshop involved a
session on tips and techniques on how to improve storytelling skills followed by a very interactive
Q&A session.The workshop lead to formation of a Global Toastmasters Whatsapp group where
Toastmasters across districts and countries share their club meetings and other details.

Online Storytelling Workshop by Pres Vasilev
3. President’s Distinguished Areas: Area E1 and Area E4 have achieved President’s Distinguished Area
status due to their consistent and dedicated efforts.
4. President’s Distinguished Clubs: 7 out of 19 clubs have already achieved the President’s
Distinguished Club Status. The Clubs are:
• IBC Titans Toastmasters Club
• Dhwani Toastmasters Club
• Lead India Speakers Club
• BTM Toastmasters Club

• IIMB Orators Club
• ORA*TORS
• WeSpeak Toastmasters Club

5. Select Distinguished Clubs: Words Worth Toastmasters within 3 months of chartering has achieved
the Select Distinguished Club status.
6. Distinguished Clubs: Transcend Toastmasters within 7 months of chartering has achieved the
Distinguished Club status.
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7. 20+ Renewals: A special mention to the following clubs which have at least 20 members who have
renewed. (as of 22nd April, 2020)
• BTM Toastmasters Club
• Dhwani Toastmasters Club
• IIMB Orators Club
• IBC Titans Toastmasters Club

• Lead India Speakers Club
• Transcend Toastmasters
• ORA*TORS

8. Joint Meeting: A joint meeting was hosted by Words Worth Toastmasters club which involved clubs
from other districts on the 5th of April,2020. Participating clubs were:
•Words Worth Toastmasters Club
• DNR Atmos Toastmasters Club
• NMIMS Bangalore Toastmasters Club • Hill View Toastmasters Club
9. Rendezvous Meeting: A joint meeting was hosted by BTM Toastmasters club which involved clubs
from other Divisions on the 11th of April,2020.Participating clubs were:
• Words Worth Toastmasters Club
• BTM Toastmasters Club

• Transcend Toastmasters
• Mysore Toastmasters Club

10. ZoomPro Login: Division E has purchased ZoomPro Login so that clubs can conduct online
meetings without any hindrance.
11. Gamification: Lead India Speakers club has adopted a gamification system designed by TM
Arvindh Sundararajan to make members more proactive in the club.
https://bit.ly/LeadTMGame is the link that talks more about it and it has a basic sheet that can be used
by any club.
12. Ed session by IBC Titans Toastmasters Club: TM Syeda Ummay Husna delivered an Educational
Session on Pathways on the 16th of April, 2020.

Rendezvous Meeting
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Division K
1. Online Meeting: Division K's first online meeting was
conducted on 29th March, 2020 with a huge participation
from the Division. The grand success of the event is linked to
the well planned execution.
2. Hearty Congratulations: Area K1 became the first Area in
District 92 to become President Distinguished Area. With 8
clubs in the Area, three clubs are President Distinguished, one
Select Distinguished, and one Distinguished.

Division K Online Meeting

3. ReKindle Meet: The Division K meet was conducted on the 26th of April, with a group of happy &
energetic people.The energy was carried throughout without getting attenuated. The International
Speech Contest - Division Level was conducted smoothly despite it being online this time.Kudos to all
those who worked hard to make this a successful event.

ReKindle Meet

Division N
1. Contest : Area N1 Contest took place on the 19th of April,2020.
2. Contest : Area N3 Contest took place on the 19th of April,2020.

Area N1 Contest
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Division O
1. Online Meetings: All the Division O clubs from the four areas had their online meetings in April.
2. Division O Meet - Odyssey: Division O had its first Online Meet, Odyssey on 25th April, 2020. More
than 110 Toastmasters from across District 92 attended Odyssey.
In the Division Level International Speech Contest, 8 contestants from the four areas participated in
the contest. The stellar speakers enthralled the Toastmasters attending the contest with magnificent
speeches. A tremendous job was done by Division O Executive Council and role takers for a top notch
and seamless speech contest. First Division O Meet was an Odyssey, and conclusively contestants, role
takers, judges and attendees reached harbour with a rewarding and auspicious end to the journey.
3. President’s Distinguished Clubs: The clubs that have already achieved the President’s
Distinguished Club Status are :
• MCC Toastmasters Club
• Zinnov Toastmasters Club

• Servian Dosamasters

4. Select Distinguished Clubs: The clubs that have already achieved the Select Distinguished Club
Status are:
• Galaxy Toastmasters Club

• Ritoras, Sunquest Toastmasters Club

5. Distinguished Clubs: The club that has already achieved the Distinguished Club Status is Bosch
Toastmasters Club
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Find Us Online!
D92 Facebook Page: For us to connect with you.
www.facebook.com/d92tm/
D92 Facebook Group: For all our official highlights
www.facebook.com/groups/tmdistrict92/

www.instagram.com/d92tm/

D92 Twitter: For the little birdies.
www.twitter.com/toastmastersd92/

D92 LinkedIn: For the professionals in us.
www.linkedin.com/company/toastmasters-district-92/

D92 Official Website: For just about everything.
https://www.tmdistrict92.org/
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"Your mind will always believe everything you tell it.
Feed it hope. Feed it the truth. Feed it with love."
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